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Introduction:  Interplanetary dust particles (IDPs)
collected in the Earth’s stratosphere are among the
least processed remnants of primordial solar system
materials.  While some particles have been linked with
CI, CV, or CM-like parent bodies [1,2,3], most bear
little resemblance to meteorites in their detailed chemi-
cal and mineralogical compositions [4].  IDPs are sam-
ples of both asteroids and comets, although which par-
ticles, or what proportion of them are cometary or as-
teroidal remains a subject of considerable debate.  The
only rigorous way to establish the origins of IDPs is to
determine their orbital parameters prior to Earth-
encounter.

Significant progress towards this end has been
made with solar wind He measurements in IDPs.  Par-
ticles which release He only at high temperatures are
inferred to have suffered the strongest heating during
atmospheric entry, with correspondingly high entry
velocities.  Since cometary dust tends to have signifi-
cantly larger eccentricity than asteroidal dust, high
velocity dust particles are associated predominantly
with comets [5].  However it has not been thought pos-
sible to link IDPs to specific parent bodies, owing to
the extensive orbital evolution most particles undergo
as a result of Poynting-Roberson drag, solar wind drag,
and gravitational perturbations.  These forces act over
timescales of 103 to 104 years, and the common obser-
vation of abundant solar flare tracks in IDPs indicates
that most particles have been in space for thousands of
years.

Fresh Dust:  Here we raise the possibility of col-
lecting dust from several Earth-crossing comets which
have only been active within the past century.  Tar-
geting the collection of ‘fresh dust’ provides the ad-
vantage that the particles have undergone minimal
orbital evolution and thus can be directly linked to
their parent bodies by their orbital parameters.  Fresh
dust particles would be recognizable from their very
low space exposure ages, as indicated by a dearth of
solar flare tracks and low abundances of solar noble
gases.

The two chief requirements for collecting ‘fresh
dust’ from a comet are that one of the comet’s nodes
lies within ~ .1 AU of Earth’s orbit, and that the comet
has sufficiently low eccentricity and orbital inclination
to deliver dust with low Earth-encounter velocities.
The orbits of cometary dust particles are modified
from that of their parent comet by the ejection process
and solar radiation pressure.  Solar radiation pressure
has a much greater influence on the modified orbits
than the ejection velocity for particles in the size range

of collected IDPs (<50 µm).  Radiation pressure in-
creases the aphelia, eccentricities, and distances of the
nodes from the Sun of the dust particles, while the lon-
gitude of the nodes remains basically unchanged.

 Orbital Model:  We investigated all cometary ap-
paritions since 1900 [6] for their potential of forming
Earth-crossing dust streams.  Comets whose nodes are
more than 0.1 AU from Earth’s orbit, or with eccen-
tricities greater than 0.7, or with orbital inclinations
larger than ~ 20° are immediately excluded from con-
sideration.  For the remaining comets, radiation pres-
sure and ejection velocity-modified orbits were calcu-
lated for dust particles of sizes ranging from 20 to 50
µm in diameter with densities of 0.1 to 1 g/cm3.  Four
comets are found to have likely produced Earth-
crossing dust streams: 7P/Pons-Winnicke,  26P/Grigg-
Skjellerup, 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3, and
103P/Hartley 2.

Comet 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup is most likely to have
spawned a significant Earth-crossing dust stream, ow-
ing to its extremely close encounters (< 106 km) with
Earth’s orbit during seven apparitions from 1967-1997.
Dust from this comet would have atmospheric entry
velocities of ~ 22 km/s.  Perhaps most intriguing, dust
from comet 103P/Hartley 2 has an atmospheric entry
velocity of only 14 km/s.  This stream would represent
the most pristine (unheated) source of cometary dust
available for study.  NASA recently completed a first
attempt to collect dust from the Grigg-Skjellerup dust
stream with a targeted IDP collection during the month
of May.  Given the importance of studying bona fide
cometary dust from a known source, further dedicated
missions to collect fresh dust should be given a high
priority.
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